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DESCRIPTION OF THE PRODUCT

1st Edition, 2019

Monoblock door production in the world has started as a result of the demands and needs arising from the structures
where the technical strength and visual decoration features are high and intended to be found.
Monoblock plain door is a product with high technical properties and high strength which is slabbed as blended with
special chemicals and special glues of lignocellulosic wood fibers, oriented with special procedures and laid and pressed
with layer machine under high temperature and pressure by using Oriented Strand Fiber Chemical Board (OSFCB)
method.

STORAGE
• The recommended environmental conditions for storage and use:
Temperature : 3°C - 40°C
Moisture

: %30 - %80

• The product shall not be stored in open areas and the places exposed to direct sunlight, vapor and heat sources.
• The VarioDor should be stored in a flat (ie. horizontal) position. Otherwise, the product may be damaged and
nonconformities such as hanging, inflection etc. may occur in the form structure.
• VarioDor should be stored in its original package. Damaged packages must be fixed properly.
• Products should be checked and recorded once they are received in order to ensure that any possible defects are
notified as soon as possible.

ACTIONS TO BE TAKEN BEFORE INSTALLATION

• Our Guillotine Glassdoor products in VarioDor Alize series should be stored for a maximum of 60 pieces on top of each
other.

• Check the packaging of the product you purchased. Report any damaged or previously opened packaging to the point
of purchase without using the product.

HANDLING AND TRANSPORTATION

• The thickness, width and height of the door wall to be assembled should be accurately measured from three points.
• Prepare for assembly based on the maximum measurement values.

• In handling and transportation processes, VarioDor should be transported horizontally on a flat surface. The product
should not be transported as straight or aslope.

• Back pages of VarioDor catalogs present a chart indicating dimensions that our products will occupy on the wall. If
required, you may use this chart during the order process.

• The VarioDor Boxes should be attached to the vehicle to prevent them from skidding during transportation. However,
it is required to pay attention to the area marked with a warning sign on the packaging in order to prevent damage
to the Locking Parts of the Doors.

• Ensure that the assembly area is duly cleaned.
• Cautiously open packages in order to avoid damage to the products inside the package. We recommend not to use
cutting tools during this process.

• During all handling and transportation activities, the friction of the products must be avoided so as not to cause
damage to each other along with the impacts which cause direct damage to the product.

• Visually check the correctness of the labels of the products you have ordered.

• When handling the products manually, wear protective gloves and protective shoes to prevent injury.

• Check dimensions and colors of the product whether they are in line with your needs and if there are any problems
with the product such as impact or fault.
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1. Check whether the wall on which the door is to be assembled is completely dry and
free of moisture. In the case of unsuitable conditions, allow the wall to dry before
application.
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Remark: The recommended application is to assemble Doors after Laminate Parquet,
ceramic etc. floor applications.

7. Water repellent material (linseed oil, silicone, sealant etc.) should be applied to the
bottom and back of the frame to be used in wet places (WC - Bathroom etc.) with no
space left. Silicone-based insulation materials should be applied to the corners where
water may come from, and contact between the bottom and the back of the frame and
door trims should be prevented.
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6. In case any increase in the elevation of the floor is envisaged due to some applications
such as flooring of parquet, ceramic, etc., a reasonable gap for such elevation should be
proportionally left on the leaf and the frame by support placed under it, and the frame
should be cut accordingly.
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10. Take out of the door trims from the boxes and cut the door trims to be assembled to the
side frame with a circular saw (precisely cutting) according to the size of the frame to
the extent that the door trims would be assembled with the precisely cut side upwards.

5. Tone
Cut the extra part under the frame with a circular saw with a precise cutting feature
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considering the intended space to be left under the door leaf. The floor on which the
Scar
door will be assembled should be final. The frame should be fitted on this floor. The
dimensions of the frames, considering the assembly locations, should be determined
by measuring from the top of the frame (from the joint).
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9. Do not make any holes or screw at any point other than the holes in the headboard
frame. These holes in the headboard frame have been made for guidance purposes and
by calculating the most suitable joint points. Ensure that the headboard and side frame
are in tight contact with each other at 90 degrees and screw the holes vertically into
the frame with special screws through the holes in the headboard frame and assemble
them tightly without skidding. During this process, make sure that the side frame and
the headboard are in the correct orientation and that there is no dust, sawdust, etc.
between the frame and the headboard. Follow the same processes on the other side.
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3. Before starting the application, check whether the dimensions, colors and orientations
of the materials contained in the packages of the door leaf, side frame and headboard
are in conformity with your need.
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2. EstWhen unpacking, do not use cutting tools as this process may damage the doors or
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door frames. Unpack the box from the joints so as not to damage the product inside the
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APPLICATION AND ASSEMBLY
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11. If the frame and the door trim has 45° angle, place the Upper Frame and Side Frames
side by side on a level surface and the gap between the side frame legs equal from
top to bottom. Fix the dowels used for assembly to the frame side of the headboard.
Subsequently, apply the screws of the dowels and make sure there are no gaps. In case
there is one dowel hole in oval frames, you should screw 5x70 mm screws directly to
the edge without dowel hole. For assembly, place it on a flat surface with the side
frame and the coated parts of the headboard trims facing downwards. Apply the Quick
Adhesive to the angled raw part of the headboard door trim. Then apply a hardener
spray to the angled raw part of the side frame door trim. Assemble both applied door
trims at 45° angle without skidding. Mount the jointed trim on its designated place on
the frame by using a wedge or a small hammer applying small impacts for equally
fitting from both sides without causing the jointed trim to lead any connection tab. Drill
the door trims with a 3 mm drill to allow the screws to pass through the hinge holes.
12. Assemble the male hinge on the frame by tightening the screws with the pin facing
upwards. Place the latch cotter and fix it with the screws.
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13. In various assembly applications, it may be necessary to reassemble the door trim. In
such cases grind the parts that correspond the hinge screws with the help of a jigsaw in
such a way not to let them overflow and you can mount the door trims after the frame
assembly.

19. After the drying time of the foam (follow the foam manufacturer’s instructions! Wait
at least 180 minutes.), clean any excess foam with a cutting tool to avoid damaging the
frame. The distance between the frame and the wall space may also affect this time.
Abiding by these times will prevent the frame from subsequent swelling.
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14. Lift the assembled frame into its place and center it in the wall space. Place a suitable
wedge on top and side of the upper corners to ensure that the frame remains tightly in
its place. If required, place a part under the frame for elevation.
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15. Assemble the latch cotters of hinges on the door leaf. Subsequently, ensure that the
lock bolt is pointing up and assemble the lock. Assemble the door onto the fixed frame.
While the door leaf is on the frame, take the side frame and headboard from the hinge
to the square with the help of scales. Check that the door is properly fitted on the frame.
If required, re-adjust the gap so that the gap between the frame and the door leaf is
equal from each point.

16. Adjust the internal dimension so that there is a 3mm gap between the door leaf and the
frame. Place one wedge on each of the opposite side frames at the hinge alignments
as shown in the picture. These wedges are used to prevent the adjustable torque arms
from pushing the frame excessively. Therefore, do not nail the wedge until the frame is
swelled.

17. Mount the aligned stretching apparatus from the hinge levels where the wedges are
placed and stretch them by making fine adjustment according to the 3 mm gap that
should be left between the door leaf and make sure that wedges are squeezed. Open
and close the door precisely in order to check whether there is any problem in the
function of the door leaf. If necessary repeat the adjustment operation.

18. Spray the polyurethane foam firstly on the upper comers of the case in “L” shape.
Afterwards, apply at least 8 cm and at most 10 cm foam in such a way to reach the level
of the aligned stretching apparatus. Applying foam out of these points or applying
more foam than the stated amount is dangerous because it shall cause swelling in the
frame.

20. Assemble the door trims to be used on the adjusted side as specified and fix them
on the frame. Mount the assembled door trim on its place with the help of chock and
small hammer by forwarding it from both sides with small beats and in such a way
that corner connection of the door trim shall not bear any tab. After waiting at least 180
minutes, remove the adjustable torque arms.

21. As a final process, assemble the handle as per the instructions of the company
manufacturing door handle. Tighten the fixing screws on the lower part of the handle
in pinned handles firmly in both sides. Otherwise, as the pulling force shall be born by
the small screws that fix the pin to the wing instead of the square shaft while opening
and closing the door, it shall cause the handle to get out of its place in a very short time.

22. It is very important in respect of customer satisfaction to clear up the residues of
cardboards and assembly and leave the place as we found it before the assembly.

UPDATING
This hereby document may be modified by the company at any time, without obligation to send the current version to all original
buyers. You should contact Yıldız Entegre Customer Service to verify that the document is up to date.

WARRANTY
Yıldız Entegre Ağaç Sanayi ve Ticaret A.Ş. hereby undertakes to fulfill all the requirements of the TS 1905 Standard for VARİODOR
product and warrant the products for the specified period of time in the Product Warranty Certificates on our Website. However,
in case of use of the product in contradiction with this user manual and non-production defects are not covered by the warranty.
Warranty commitment does not cover dismantling, assembly, transportation, travel, storage etc. operations and additional
expenses. If the VARİODOR pattern to be changed is not available in the inventory, the VARİODOR model, which is available in the
inventory and determined by the customer, is changed.
Yıldız Entegre Ağaç Sanayi ve Ticaret A.Ş. reserves the right to inspect the products and authorize third parties for this purpose.

CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE
• VarioDor surfaces should be cleaned with a soft, non-abrasive cloth moistened with clean water. The cloth should not
be too wet. It is enough to be slightly moistened. Otherwise, VarioDor may cause deformations and deformations that
may occur arising from liquid contaminations are not covered by the warranty.
• Particle-based cleaning agents, acid-containing solvent chemicals, chemicals containing harmful substances such as
alcohol and ammonia and solid and dry cloths such as hand scourer should not be used for cleaning.
• For more heavy contaminations, use general cleaning substances which do not contain harmful chemicals as specified
in Article 2. The surface must then be dried. The use of soap as a cleaning substance is not recommended as it may
leave a residue.
• Depending on the usage frequency the hinges of our VarioDor product, it may generate sound over time and
lubrication should be performed with a few drops of suitable machine oil.
• The information in this manual does not exempt the purchaser, operator, installer and/or user from the obligation to
check the compatibility of the materials with the intended use and assembly purpose.
• Points to Consider:
a) Door handle swelling and loosening of screws due to continuous overloading and force on door handles are not
covered by the warranty.
b) The swelling and deformations caused by the abrasion or deterioration of the insulation materials under the frame
and door trim after the assembly of the doors used in wet places (WC, Bathroom) are not covered by the warranty.

Download for a unique experience and more!

